We provide a rigorous proof that if D is a connected skew diagram, then the skew Schur function s D is irreducible. 
Thus, in the inductive step one may assume ≥ 2, and assume for the sake of contradiction that s D is reducible. Express D = λ/µ with |λ| minimal, so that, in particular, (D) = (λ) =: and µ = 0. Let L = λ 1 + − 1, so that by [2, Proposition 6.2(i)] the × Jacobi-Trudi matrix J for s D expresses
in which both r, s involve only the variables h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h L−1 .
We claim that neither r nor s is the zero polynomial. For r, note that [2, Proposition 6.2(ii)] implies that r must contain the monomial h r 1 · · · h r with coefficient +1 where r 1 , . . . , r are the lengths of the rows of λ/µ. For s, note that s is (−1) −1 times the determinant of the ( − 1) × ( − 1) complementary minor to h L in J, and the complementary minor is the Jacobi-Trudi matrix for sλ /μ = sD, whereλ = (λ 2 , λ 3 , . . . , λ ),μ = (µ 1 + 1, µ 2 + 2, . . . , µ + 1). Observe thatD is obtained from D by removing the northwesternmost ribbon from the northwest border of the connected skew diagram D (in english notation).
Thus, (1) shows that s D is linear as a polynomial in h L . Since we are assuming s D is reducible, this means s D must have at least one nontrivial irreducible factor, call it f , which is of degree zero in h L . This factor f must therefore also divide r, and hence also divide s. 
Note that the left side of (2) is divisible by f since det J = s D , and the second term on the right side of (2) is also divisible by f , since det J 1 is the same as the minor determinant appearing in s in (1) . Therefore, the first term on the right of (2) is divisible by f , implying that one of its factors det J 1 1 or det J must be divisible by f . However, one can check that these last two determinants are the Jacobi-Trudi determinants for the skew diagrams E, F obtained from D by removing its first, last row, respectively. Since E, F are connected skew diagrams with fewer rows than D, both s E , s F are irreducible by the inductive hypothesis. Hence either f = s E or f = s F . But since f divides s, its degree satisfies deg(f ) ≤ deg(s) = |D| − (λ 1 + − 1) and this last quantity is strictly less than both deg(s E ) = |D| − (λ 1 − µ 1 ), and deg(s F ) = |D| − (λ − µ ) since ≥ 2. This contradicts having either f = s E or f = s F , ending the proof. 2
